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ABSTRACT:
After scanning or reconstructing the geometry of objects, we need to inspect the result of our work. Are there any parts missing? Is
every detail covered in the desired quality? We typically do this by looking at the resulting point clouds or meshes of our objects
on-screen. What, if we could see the information directly visualized on the object itself? Augmented reality is the generic term for
bringing virtual information into our real environment. In our paper, we show how we can project any 3D information like thematic
visualizations or specific monitoring information with reference to our object onto the object’s surface itself, thus augmenting it with
additional information. For small objects that could for instance be scanned in a laboratory, we propose a low-cost method involving a
projector-camera system to solve this task. The user only needs a calibration board with coded fiducial markers to calibrate the system
and to estimate the projector’s pose later on for projecting textures with information onto the object’s surface. Changes within the
projected 3D information or of the projector’s pose will be applied in real-time. Our results clearly reveal that such a simple setup will
deliver a good quality of the augmented information.
1. INTRODUCTION
With augmented reality (AR), our vision of real objects can be
extended with additional computer generated information. If the
virtual information is spatially registered to the real object in
real-time, the user will be able to interact with spatial data in
his natural environment and scale (Wursthorn et al., 2004). The
augmentation can be achieved with the help of a head-mounted
display (HMD, also called smart glasses or generally NED for
near eye display (Hainich and Bimber, 2011) ) like Microsoft’s
HoloLens (Microsoft, 2017) or a video-based solution by adding
information to the video stream of a tablet’s back camera. With
a video projector, a user does not need to wear a HMD or have
to hold a tablet to view additional data. A group of users can
jointly see the same projected information on an object with a
sufficiently diffuse surface reflectance behavior. In (Ridel et al.,
2014), it is proposed to highlight inscriptions on antique artifacts
with projector-based augmented reality. The support of surgeries
by projecting information on patients is addressed in (Nicolau et
al., 2011; Lahanas et al., 2014; Kilgus et al., 2014).
In this paper, we show how we use augmented reality techniques
to project information on the surface of objects that fit approxi-
mately into a cube of 1 m edge length to let one or more users
naturally inspect this spatially registered information on the ob-
ject itself. In this way, users can focus their work on the object
instead of permanently changing views between the object and a
display. For instance, the 3D information of color-coded differ-
ences between two scanning results of a Buddha statue shown on
the left side of Figure 1 can be projected directly onto the real ob-
ject on the right side. The 3D information used for augmentation
does not necessarily need to be static like in the above example.
One could project a point cloud resulting from a scanning task in
real-time in order to give the user a direct feedback on regions on
the object that still need to be scanned. The focus in this paper
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of a projector-based aug-
mented reality application. Some color coded 3D information
related to an object (left) is directly projected onto the object it-
self (right) to simplify an inspection task for the user.
is not on a distinct application but on the configuration, calibra-
tion and registration of a low-cost projector system enabling aug-
mentation with any 3D information, static or dynamic, of small
objects.
The registration of object and projection is done with a combina-
tion of a camera and an off-the-shelf projector and the use of a
board with a pattern of coded targets. The working object is sim-
ply put on the pattern board and registered once at the beginning
of a session. The projector system itself is mounted on a move-
able tripod to enable a quick setup of different views. The pose
of the projector system relative to the pattern board is computed
in real-time. The main contributions of this paper are:
• A simple calibration method of the projector-camera system
with a board of coded fiducial markers.
• The use of the calibration board for simple and real-time
registration of object and projected information.
• A depth buffer based masking to avoid unwanted visual ef-
fects of the projection due to low quality of calibration or
pose estimation.
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After briefly summarizing related work in the field of augmented
reality in Section 2, we describe the proposed methodology for
projector-based augmented reality in Section 3. Subsequently, in
Section 4, we present the involved setup and we demonstrate its
performance for the example of an indoor scene. The insights
gained via our experiments are summarized in Section 5. Finally,
in Section 6, we provide concluding remarks as well as sugges-
tions for future work.
2. RELATEDWORK
Research on augmented reality (AR) started with early works on
display technology for virtual reality (Cruz-Neira et al., 1993)
or head-mounted displays (Sutherland, 1968) before the terms
augmented reality (Azuma, 1997) or mixed reality (Milgram and
Kishino, 1994) have been defined.
The user’s vision can be augmented in different ways depen-
dent on the technology, the application and the environment like
prepared or unprepared indoor spaces or even outdoor spaces.
With video-based AR, the environment is captured by a camera.
Its image is shown on a screen fixed to the camera that can be
augmented with computer-generated 3D models that are simply
transformed into every camera frame. The camera’s inner and
exterior orientation (its pose) have to be known at the moment
the transformation takes place to fulfill the real-time constraint
defined for AR (Azuma et al., 2001).
In AR, much of the research is focused on tracking the device’s
pose in real-time with the help of one or more cameras. The
simplest camera-based tracking method is marker-based with the
typical planar square targets from projects like ARToolKit (Kato
and Billinghurst, 1999; Abawi et al., 2004) or ArUco (Garrido-
Jurado et al., 2014, 2016). If placing markers is not an option, nat-
ural features like keypoints could be used (Comport et al., 2006;
Klein and Murray, 2009). Typical smartphone or tablet hardware
can do the processing of such system setups today. More sophisti-
cated methods use 3D building models (Urban et al., 2013, 2016)
or even textured city models for camera-based tracking within
these models (Reitmayr and Drummond, 2006). Video-based
augmented reality enables occlusions by virtual objects since the
real environment is only visible through the display.
Modern HMDs like Microsoft’s HoloLens (Furlan, 2016) use four
cameras in combination with a depth sensor to track the device
within an unprepared environment and simultaneously create a
sparse 3D model in a SLAM like manner. Environments are per-
sistently stored between sessions and continuously updated. This
enables the HoloLens to accurately determine its pose and ro-
bustly place virtual objects, which Microsoft calls “holograms”,
within the real environment. In order to enable occlusions with
this technology, the HMD hardware has to be prepared for it (Gao
et al., 2013). In a collaborative AR project, every participating
person has to wear such a device. First, given the high price for
the HoloLens or other HMDs, this will increase the costs for the
project. Second, HMDs are still not comfortable enough for typ-
ical working times (Schwerdtfeger et al., 2011).
Using tablets or smartphones instead of HMDs may reduce cost.
But the drawback of these devices is that they have to by held
by one hand while the other hand is used for interactions on the
screen. This way, the user has to lay down the tablet for interac-
tions with his real environment or the tablet has to be fixed some-
where requiring users to always come back to see any augmented
information on the tablet’s screen.
Projector-based AR, also called spatial AR (Bimber and Raskar,
2005), enables a group of users to see the same augmented in-
formation. Bandyopadhyay et al. (2001) define the term “shader
lamp” for projector-based textures. The AR setup can be prepared
first without any action required by the actual users later on. The
best usage scenario is an indoor space that could be specially pre-
pared like surgery rooms (Nicolau et al., 2011; Lahanas et al.,
2014; Kilgus et al., 2014), manufacturing workplaces (Otto et al.,
2014; Sand et al., 2016) or exhibition rooms (Ridel et al., 2014).
The geometry and texture of projection surfaces can be measured
in advance or, with the help of depth sensors, in real-time (Hoang
et al., 2017). Occlusions are not possible with projector-based
augmented reality.
Table 1 gives an overview of the three different types for aug-
mentation with a comparison of some characteristics like quality
of perception, calibration or usability.
Typical projectors are made for flat uniformly colored surfaces
with good reflectance capabilities. The geometry of more com-
plex surfaces that differ from that flat model has to be known in
order to correct the thereby resulting distortions. Pantuwong et
al. (2016) use a projector in combination with a Microsoft Kinect
depth camera to interactively augment the surface of sand in a
sandbox with a color-coded height visualization and flowing wa-
ter simulation. The surface of sand is ideal in this case because it
has smooth edges. Every region of the sandbox can be measured
by the depth camera with a nadir view and the sand’s texture is
more or less homogeneous.
Many applications require a setup of more than one projector
(Bimber and Raskar, 2005; Hainich and Bimber, 2011; Otto et
al., 2014; Jones et al., 2014; Hoang et al., 2017) to increase the
projected area or to cover an object with projections from several
sides. Multi-projector setups are more complex for geometric
calibration and need additional photometric correction at least in
the overlapping areas (Brown et al., 2005; Hainich and Bimber,
2011).
Typical office projectors are not bright enough for outdoor usage
at normal daylight conditions. Many of them are based on DLP
(Digital Light Processing) or LCD technology. They have a nar-
row depth of field because of the large apertures that are used to
maximize the overall brightness. This causes problems for com-
plex surfaces especially on surface parts that are outside the depth
of field. Oyamada and Saito (2008) present a method for reducing
the effect of defocus blur with a single projector-camera system.
Laser projectors do not have these disadvantages because they op-
erate with one laser beam that covers an area at a high frequency.
They are able to project precise monochrome labels and signa-
ture on surfaces. EXTEND3D (2017) provide such laser-based
projector-camera systems for commercial industry applications.
Calibration of projector-camera systems solves the relative pose
of camera and projector and the intrinsic parameters of both de-
vices. Audet and Okutomi (2009) use flat patterns of fiducial
markers with binary codes for automatic identification of single
markers to calibrate their projector-camera system. One half of
the markers is printed and the other half is projected onto the
white areas between the printed markers. Yang et al. (2016) pro-
pose a pattern composed of a printed black dot pattern and pro-
jected white dots. Both dot patterns are randomly distributed.
These patterns can work on large distances without adopting the
marker sizes, and they are said to give more stable results for the
intrinsic parameters of camera and projector because circular tar-
gets allow more precise image measurements. Resch et al. (2016)
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Video-based See-through Projector-based
Device Smartphone, Tablet HMD, Smart Glasses DLP, LCD, LASER
Quality of perception display covers real environ-
ment; enables occlusions
transparency of virtual ob-
jects, like sunglasses
dependent on surface struc-
ture and color
Calibration once once per session once
Number of users per device few single person few to many
Usability one hand to hold, both hands
for interactions
hands free, may be uncom-
fortable on longer sessions
needs prepared environment
Outdoor capability dependent on display brightness only at night or with laser
projector
Table 1. Some characteristics for the three different types of augmentation: video-based, see-through and projector-based.
use a self-calibration approach with the help of the known geom-
etry of an object or surface that is later used for projecting the
information onto. Jones et al. (2014) use a setup of multiple pro-
jectors, each in combination with a Microsoft Kinect. They use
an automatic calibration process with the help of a projected code
sequence observed by all units that yields dense correspondences
in both 2D and 3D with the help of the depth images. After solv-
ing the extrinsic parameters of each unit, a unified 3D model of
the room is formed by combining the depth maps.
The use of depth sensors is common in AR projects because they
provide 3D models of the near environment in real-time. This
is the environment the user interacts with like placing virtual ob-
jects on real tables or walls. The depth information enables occlu-
sion of virtual objects by real objects which helps users to expe-
rience precise spatial interaction of both virtual and real objects.
Furthermore, depth sensors help to make egomotion tracking of
the devices themselves more robust if combined with other sen-
sors. For instance, the HoloLens HMD has a built-in depth sensor
for tracking and mapping support and hand gesture recognition.
Google’s Project Tango uses smartphones or tablets with a built-
in depth sensor (Google Inc., 2017). There is even a small attach-
able depth sensor called “Structure Sensor” for tablets available
(Kakadiaris et al., 2016).
3. METHODOLOGY
Our augmented reality system consists of a rigid combination of
an off-the-shelf color projector and a camera system. The camera
is used for a simple marker-based pose estimation of the projec-
tor relative to the 3D object and for calibration of the inner ori-
entation (IO) of the projector. The projector restricts the system
for indoor use. The system itself is mounted on a studio tripod
with wheels that allow movements on the floor within the range
of length of the cables used for data transfer and power supply
to camera and projector. The inclination can be adjusted but has
to be fixed with a locking screw. Most of the pose adjustments
during a session will be the movements around the object and
turn around the vertical axis in order to project information on
different parts of the object.
Since most off-the-shelf projectors have a lens that allows manual
adjustment of focus or even zoom, the system needs a robust and
automatic calibration procedure. Accordingly, calibration will be
described first (Section 3.1). Afterwards, we will describe regis-
tration and the steps needed for optimizing the rendering pipeline
that allows us to project virtual 3D models onto the object’s sur-
face (Section 3.2). A schematic overview of our system is pro-
vided in Figure 2. Photometric corrections of the projections due
to the object’s varying texture or reflectance are not covered in
this paper.
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Figure 2. Flowchart of required steps to combine real and virtual
world with a projector-based augmented reality application.
3.1 Calibration
To calibrate the projector-camera system, a marker-based method
as presented in (Audet and Okutomi, 2009) is used. In general,
the calibration of the interior orientation of the projector and the
relative pose between projector and camera can be estimated us-
ing standard camera calibration algorithms. One of the patterns
is, as usual with many camera calibration techniques, printed on
paper. The other is projected using the projector. The printed
pattern is a chessboard-like arrangement of fiducial markers in
which each square marker can be uniquely identified by different
binary codes with the squared areas. We use the ArUco marker
system specially optimized for pose estimation (Garrido-Jurado
et al., 2014, 2016). This allows us to perform the calibration
without requiring all markers to be visible at once. The projected
pattern complements the empty spaces of the printed one with
ArUco markers if they are overlaying properly. To facilitate the
detection, the color of the projected pattern is inverted and has
significantly smaller markers than the printed one. See the pic-
ture of the calibration board on top of the flow chart in Figure 4.
The projected white markers cover only a fraction of the board
due to the limitation of the projector’s lens settings.
At the beginning, the desired patterns are uniquely generated in
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a common coordinate system. The scale of the printed pattern
has to be known in order to perform a metric evaluation. Both
patterns, the printed one and the projected one, need to have the
same resolution or the scale between these patterns has to be well-
known. Starting the calibration routine, the projected image is
displayed as full-screen and has to lie mainly in the same area
as the printed pattern. Both patterns are now superimposing in
parts, so that a few transformation steps are required to solve this
problem (see Figure 2).
P,f
P,f + 1
W
B
projector
Step 2
Step 3: projection
Step 1
Step 1
WP ,f + 1
image
Figure 3. Use of a homography to warp the projected pattern.
After applying the transformation, the projected pattern comple-
ments the printed one.
First, the image to be projected is generated in a resolution four
times larger than the resolution of the projector to decrease alias-
ing effects while transforming the image.
Hereinafter, the common world target coordinates of the pro-
jected and printed patterns (W ) are ∈ R3 (see Figure 3). Coordi-
nates p ∈ R2 which refer to printed components on the calibra-
tion board are denoted with index B and projected components
with index P . In the captured image at frame f of the camera, the
projected points pP,f and the points pB,f of the printed pattern
on the board are detected.
The homography HWB is a perspective transformation model for
planes which transforms the image points of the board to the im-
age plane of the world coordinates. The Z-component of the
world coordinates in the board can be omitted. The resulting
points are called pW ∈ R2. The homography HWP transforms
the image points of the projected pattern into the image plane of
the world coordinates. Both homographies are calculated using a
RANSAC-based method (see Step 1 in Figure 3). First, the cam-
era image points of the printed markers are transformed to the
target position in world coordinates:
pWB = H
W
B · pB (1)
Then, the camera image points of the projected markers are trans-
formed to the world coordinate system:
pWP = H
W
P · pP (2)
In a further step, the previously projected pattern is warped so that
the projected points are displayed at the desired position pB,f+1
on the printed pattern of the next frame (f + 1, see Step 2 in
Figure 3):
pWP ,f+1 = H
W
P,f ·HBW · pWP ,f (3)
Since the image for projection is still in higher resolution, it has
to be smoothed and scaled to the size of the projector resolution
to reduce aliasing effects before it can be displayed.
Now the printed and projected markers are no longer superim-
posed (see Step 3 in Figure 3) which allows a more accurate
detection of the projected markers and images can be captured
for calibration. To compute the calibration, all transformations
made on the projected pattern have to be stored. The previously
presented transformations are calculated and applied during the
capturing of the calibration images. The calibration images and
the corresponding stored transformations are required for the fol-
lowing determination of the interior orientation of the projector
and the relative pose between projector and camera. Figure 4
schematically shows the used calibration method of the projector-
camera system. The interim results are highlighted in green (dot-
ted) and implemented functions to estimate the calibration in red
(dashed).
The calibration of a projector can be implemented by using cam-
era calibration methods. For this, object points and corresponding
image points of the projector are needed. The calibration of the
relative pose between projector and camera is computed using
a stereo camera calibration method. For this, object points and
corresponding image points of the camera and the projector and
their interior orientations are needed. The matrix V = HWP,f ·HBW
represents the stored homography applied to the projected image
during capturing the calibration images. First, the printed mark-
ers are detected in the image and H is estimated. The matrix H
is the renewed calculation of the homography HBW , using opti-
mized settings for the marker detection with subpixel accuracy
of the edges. The visible projected markers are detected with
subpixel accuracy, too. Because of the narrow depth of field of
the projector, the defocused markers are bigger than the focused
markers. To take this effect into account and minimize the in-
fluence of inaccurate edge detection, the marker centers are used
for calibration (Audet and Okutomi, 2009). The marker centers
which are still distorted by the camera are used as image points
of the camera. In a further step, the distortion of the camera is
removed to get the object points (world coordinates) after apply-
ing the transformation H . Now the marker centers in the im-
age are only distorted by the projector. The image points of the
projector are calculated from the generated markers which are
used for projection. For this purpose, the visible projected mark-
ers are detected and the corresponding marker centers are deter-
mined. The subsequently applied transformation V delivers the
image points of the projector. To perform the calibration, the
described steps have to be applied to every captured calibration
image. The calibration itself is carried out using the OpenCV
function calibrateCamera() based on methods from (Zhang,
2000) and (Bouguet, 2004). It resolves the interior orientation of
the projector.
Now the interior orientations of the projector and the camera are
known and the relative pose can be calibrated subsequently. For
that, the OpenCV function stereoCalibrate() can be called
with the beforehand determined object points, image points of the
camera and the projector. The interior orientations of the camera
and the projector have to be handed over and labeled as fix while
calling the function.
With the relative pose between camera and projector and the known
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transformation H
image points of camera
(marker centers, printed)
object points
stereoCalibrate()
IO camera
calibrateCamera()
image points of
projector
homography between
image points and world coordinates
of the board (B)
undistort;
transform with H
get center of
visible markers;
transform with V
Figure 4. Flowchart with the steps that are required to calibrate
the relative pose between the camera and the projector.
inner orientations of both devices, the projector-camera system is
ready for performing visual augmentations.
3.2 Augmentation
Figure 5 shows the projection of the rendered model onto the
statue. The ArUco chessboard below the statue defines the world
coordinate system in which the pose of the statue is known. It
is the same pattern used for calibration. These markers are now
used to estimate the pose of the projector-camera system in the
world coordinate system. The virtual objects are then projected.
The difference between the texture of the Buddha statue and the
projected texture is clearly visible. Figure 2 schematically shows
the procedure of a projector-based augmented reality application.
At the start of the application, the software loads the required
calibration parameters and settings. Now the actual augmented
reality application can be executed. The first step of the AR loop
is the capturing of a camera image and the detection of visible
markers. The pose of the camera can be estimated using the
known world coordinates of the markers and the image coordi-
nates of the detected markers. The relative pose MPC between
camera (C) and projector (P ) is known from calibration. Using
the actual pose MC of the camera, the pose MP of the projector
Figure 5. Live view with representation of the detected markers.
Useful to control the field of view and the camera settings.
can be calculated as follows:
MP = MC ·MPC (4)
with
M =
[
R t
0 1
]
∈ R4×4 , (5)
where R ∈ R3×3 represents a rotation matrix and t ∈ R3 rep-
resents a translation vector. To complement the real world with
the virtual information, an image of the virtual world has to be
captured and projected by the projector. The process to generate
a raster image of a virtual scene containing points, lines, surfaces
and their normals and textures, etc. is called rendering. First, the
virtual world containing all the desired information has to be gen-
erated in the same scale as the real world. Then the camera in the
virtual world has to be positioned using the estimated projector
pose in the real world. The inner orientation of the projector is
represented by a projection matrix which contains also the near
and far plane settings. This matrix warps the virtual objects per-
spectively so that the raster image can be generated. After the
rendering process, the generated image is projected into the real
world and, in the ideal case, it fits seamlessly into the environ-
ment. While running the augmented reality application, the steps
in the red box in Figure 2 are repeated continuously to project
the virtual information in real-time onto the correct position in
the real world. In our application, the open source 3D graphics
toolkit OpenSceneGraph (OSG) (OSG Community, 2016) is used
to visualize the virtual data. It can load 3D data in many different
formats. Such 3D data is used to render the projected texture for
the augmentation of the real object. The more accurate the ge-
ometry of the 3D data matches the real object geometry, the more
accurate the projected texture will be. The real object’s position
within the marker system has to be measured and set up within
the software. This process is quite simple if the calibration board
is used for this task.
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(a) Artifacts are clearly visible on the wall. (b) After applying the mask, the seam is removed.
Figure 6. Due to the remaining errors of calibration and pose estimation of the projector-camera system, colored artifacts can be
observed (left image). These artifacts can be removed through applying a depth buffer-based mask (right image). The lower part is
black due to the restricted area that the projector can cover.
3.3 Depth buffer-based mask
Due to errors in the calibration of the interior orientation of the
projector and camera, their relative pose and the pose estimation
of the projector-camera system results in differences between de-
sired and actual state of the projected information. The inac-
curacy is especially visible at the edges of the real object. Un-
wanted artifacts are pictured on surfaces behind the augmented
object, which disturbs the subjective impression (see Figure 6a).
These artifacts can be removed by applying a depth buffer-based
mask. Figure 7 describes the developed method. First, the virtual
objects are rendered and the resulting picture frame is buffered.
While rendering the image, the depth buffer can be prompted as a
grayscale image by using an OpenGL query. After binarization,
the depth buffer delivers a mask which separates object informa-
tion from the background. Now the mask is decreased with a
morphological operator, so that it fades out the edge areas. After
applying the mask, the projected image has no interfering seams
(see Figure 6b). It can be observed that this method is simple and
fast, however, it has a great influence on the subjective impression
of the augmentation.
Image of
virtual scene
Depth buffer
Binary Mask
with Object
Dilatationapply mask
Projection
Figure 7. Process of applying a depth buffer-based mask on the
projected image to remove unwanted seams.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We built a system which integrates OpenCV, ArUco and OSG
to calibrate a projector-camera system and to test it in a specific
application. For the setup we used the full HD sensor (1920 ×
1080) from the low-cost RGBD camera Intel RealSense R200
and a NEC V311W (1280 × 800 color DLP) projector, with a
footprint size of 0.82mm @ 2m of a focused projected pixel.
To test the system, a texture is projected onto a Buddha statue
with a height of 70 cm. The texture is a result of the rendering
pipeline described in Section 3. With our system, we are able to
project any 3D model onto real objects in this way.
In Figure 1, the right side of the diagram shows how the pro-
jector can cover the statue at a distance of approximately 2m.
The lower part of the statue is black because it is outside the pro-
jection area. In Figure 8, two close-ups of the resulting over-
lay of our projector-based augmented reality system are shown.
The overlaid texture is used for demonstration only. It visual-
izes color-coded differences between two meshes resulting from
different measurement techniques. The differences range from
blue over green to red for −10mm over 0mm to 10mm differ-
ence between those two registered meshes. The reference model
has been reconstructed from 86 scans created with a commer-
cial scanning device (Breuckmann stereoSCAN3D-HE) based on
fringe projection resulting in a dense and precise mesh. The other
model has been reconstructed from 170 images with classic pho-
togrammetric bundle adjustment and meshing.
The accuracy of the registration of the overlaid texture and the
object can be seen in the detailed view in Figure 8(a). Overall,
the configured system achieved a reprojection accuracy of known
world coordinates better than 4mm in a hemisphere of 4m di-
ameter. For the calibration, 15 different projector-camera views
of the calibration board have been used.
While using the system in an indoor laboratory, the projected tex-
ture is clearly visible and sufficiently bright. Despite the dark
surface of our test object, it was no problem to distinguish the
different colors. Also the narrow depth of field of the projector is
no disadvantage here. The projected texture has large-area struc-
tures, whereby the blurring of the projection is not significant.
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(a) Detailed front view of the head. (b) Detailed side view of the head.
Figure 8. Detailed view of the projected color-coded representa-
tion of a 3D comparison between the model of the statue and a
point cloud. The detailed structures of the head allow to evaluate
the quality of the projection.
5. DISCUSSION
We used two different low-cost RGBD cameras, the Intel Re-
alSense R200 and the Microsoft Kinect V2 for testing purposes.
For now, we did not use the depth sensing capabilities of these
cameras in the methodology described in this paper. Even if the
Kinect delivers images in higher quality, the RealSense is more
suitable for the implemented application (Kern, 2016). In addi-
tion, the RealSense is more compact and there are more possibili-
ties to fix the camera to other objects. Another decisive advantage
of using the RealSense is the ability to configure parameters like
the exposure time, which is necessary for good calibration results.
The used off-the-shelf DLP office projector provides little lumi-
nous intensity, so it can only be used in darkened rooms. In addi-
tion, the footprint of unfocused pixels is bigger than the footprint
of focused ones, so it is not suitable for high-precision applica-
tions. Also the projection of text or numbers is not possible be-
cause of the narrow depth of field. However, the projector is ide-
ally suited for the application shown in this paper. The projector
generates a color image from sequentially projected monochrome
frames using a color wheel. In conjunction with rolling shutter
cameras, there are some unpleasant effects, making it necessary
to set the optimal camera and projector settings for best calibra-
tion results.
The moveable tripod enables the user to quickly change the pro-
jected view due to the registration with the marker board used for
calibration. No other interference is needed by the user as long as
there are enough markers within the camera’s sight. A successful
pose estimation is clearly visible by the resulting projection onto
the object. Because of the real-time tracking loop, the desired re-
sult can be simply adjusted by the user by moving the tripod back
and forth. If the freedom of movements with the projector-camera
system on its tripod is too restricted by the length of cables, the
laptop computer can be put on a rack directly fixed to the tripod.
Having all markers on just one plane is not the most robust so-
lution for pose estimation. This was motivated by the fact that
we wanted to keep the considered scenario as simple as possible
for our first approach towards projector-based AR. If more ro-
bustness and accuracy is required, the space covering the object
could be easily prepared with more markers on more planes, e.g.
on the walls in a corner of a room.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Even with our simple setup, small objects like our Buddha statue
can be augmented with an off-the-shelf projector and a camera.
Any kind of 3D information can be projected on known objects
this way a long as this information is registered in 3D to the ob-
ject. For the registration estimation of the projector-camera sys-
tem, the flat calibration board with its coded fiducial markers is
robust enough for a good quality. To compensate possible insuf-
ficient calibration of intrinsic parameters of the projector’s lens,
our depth buffer-based masking can remove unwanted seams.
Users are able to change the projected view by moving the tripod
on its wheels around the object. The rendering process is contin-
uously running in a loop adapting to all changes, be it the virtual
3D information or the projector’s pose.
Though we did not take photometric corrections due to varying
properties of the object’s surface into account, the different colors
of color-coded texture in our example projection are still distin-
guishable. We started our project with less information in mind
like the binary information to highlight “good” or “bad” regions,
e.g. in terms of regions that have already been scanned or still
need to be scanned or in terms of regions with a sufficient point
density and regions with a point density below a given threshold.
In future work, using more than one projector would result in
a more flexible system. This would for instance allow to com-
pletely augment the statue with projected information. The user
can then inspect the object from all directions without moving
the system. Furthermore, different parts of the object can be
augmented simultaneously because less parts are occluded, es-
pecially for more complex objects like our test statue. Starting
with two projectors, it would be necessary to take photometric
corrections into account, at least for the overlapping regions.
In a laboratory, the projector could also be tracked by an installed
(optical) tracking system. This could lead to more accurate re-
sults but requires a large financial investment and different cali-
bration methods. To project readable labels, a laser projector is
indispensable. The actual system could be expanded by a laser
projector to add this feature. The better way is to configure a sys-
tem only using a color laser projector. This would solve problems
like low luminous intensity and shallow depth of field.
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